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We provide integrated water, wastewater, and 

stormwater services

Vision: To become America’s model 21st century urban water utility

 1.6 million drinking water customers

 2.3 million wastewater customers

 3,000 miles of water mains

 3,700 miles of sewer

 3 water treatment facilities

 3 sewage treatment plants

 522 million gallon average daily capacity



Goals

 Do we have sufficient coverage

 Can we prioritize hydrants for 

repair differently



Goals

https://community.esri.com/thread/88578



Goals



Network Analyst

Route

Closest facility

Vehicle routing problem

Service Areas

With Network Analyst, you can find service areas around any 

location on a network. A network service area is a region that 

encompasses all accessible streets, that is, streets that lie within a 

specified impedance.



Network Analyst

1. Create Network Dataset of Street Centerlines

a)
b)

c)



Network Analyst

1. Create Network Dataset of Street Centerlines Cont.

d)

Do not add a one-way

Restriction



Network Analyst

2. Generate Service Areas



Network Analyst

3. Load Hydrants as Facilities



Network Analyst

4. Run the analysis



Network Analyst

4. Run the analysis



Additional Analysis

Erase



Additional Analysis

Characterize



Scheduling the Model to run



Scheduling the Model to run

Don’t export models to python unless you are trying to learn

Better Options:

1. Schedule in Pro 2a. Python script
import arcpy

arcpy.ImportToolbox(r“path\to\toolbox.tbx")

# run the model using the modelname_toolbox

alias.  Manually set both in Catalog 

arcpy.ModelName_ToolboxAlias()

2b. Windows Task Scheduler

Or



Planning Application

Demo



Web Tools

1. Set input and output parameters on your model

2. Run the model

3. Publish results as a Web Tool



Run same coverage analysis 2nd time with Out 

of Service Hydrants Removed from the facilities

Compare the 2 outputs (using Erase) to find any differences in 

coverage

Prioritizing Out of Service Hydrants for Repair



Dashboard

Set a Refresh Interval on your Web Map layers to force you dashboard to refresh



Design Unit

Load Control (Water Engineering)

Reviewing Design’s Proposed Locations

Requesting installation of individual hydrants 

Hydrant Repair Crews

Prioritizing hydrants for repair

Where we’re at

Who’s using the apps and data



Thank you!

Jessica.Gould@phila.gov


